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Therefore, new and efficient measures should be adopted, such as lowering the cornering speed, having
heavier and safer vehicles, having barriers surrounding the track to protect both spectators and competitors
better, and having innovative clothing and protective devices to defend key anatomical structures while
minimising the hindrance to the rider. Aggregate data stored for lengthy periods of time or indefinitely
becomes more invasive and revealing, and it is susceptible to both misuse and data breach. These types of
ELD solutions also offer the added benefit of untethering the device from the cab, allowing truck drivers to
take advantage of powerful data analytics and other mobile apps anytime, anywhere. We have also contacted
public safety agencies whose ALPR data was exposed online, often on websites accessible to anyone with a
web browser, to responsibly disclose the security vulnerabilities we found. Seventeen drivers died in the s; 13
in the s; ten in the s; four in the s; and two in the s. Also, private vendors like Vigilant Solutions capture plate
data with mobile ALPRs and then sell that data to police agencies and others. Stationary cameras can
sometimes be moved. From a technical and spectacle point of view, the overwhelming engine power and the
outstanding speeds achieved by the modern motor racing machines are at the basis of their enormous
popularity, but they should also be regarded as a serious risk to the drivers' health, since there is an obvious
relationship between the speed of the vehicle and either the probability or the severity of an accident. That
driver would realize: 1. If the ALPR camera scans a plate on the list, the system sends an alert to the officer in
the squad car if it's a mobile reader or the agency if it's a fixed reader. EFF has also independently filed public
records requests with dozens of agencies to shine light on their use of ALPR data. Because of this, MotoGP is
unique in modern motor sports in that teams will often deliberately detune their engines to give their riders a
chance to control them. Police officers in New York drove down a street and electronically recorded the
license plate numbers of everyone parked near a mosque. Law enforcement agencies have abused this
technology. Find out how much you'll save How can an ELD save truck drivers time and money? The current
MotoGP speed record of  In addition to deliberate misuse, ALPRs sometimes misread plates, leading to dire
consequences. Fleet management system benefits extend beyond paperwork savingsâ€¦ Keep in mind that the
savings noted above result from the ELD component of the typical fleet management system only. Hot lists
often include low-level offenses, too. Historical investigations Since ALPRs typically collect information on
everyoneâ€”not just hot-listed vehiclesâ€”officers can use a plate, a partial plate, or a physical address to
search and analyze historical data. A world drivers' championship followed in  These fleet management
systems FMS offer more comprehensive features which deliver more significant benefits , allowing fleets to
further slash costs and make life easier for drivers, including: Decreased Fuel Costs: By monitoring excessive
truck idle times or speeding events, fleets can build incentive programs for truck drivers that help increase fuel
efficiency. Failure to manually confirm, combined with machine error, has caused wrongful stops. Officers are
instructed to visually confirm that a plate number is a match. Some systems are able to capture make and
model of the vehicle. Without ALPR technology, law enforcement officers must collect license plates by hand.
The main challenge that designer and engineers face in Formula One and MotoGP is to translate the enormous
power of these vehicles â€” more than brake horsepower bhp kW for motorcycles and bhp kW for Fomula
One cars â€” to the size of a human hand. Law enforcement claims that ALPR data has been used to, for
example, recover stolen cars or find abducted children. These cameras were inadvertently publicly accessible
through web browsers and Telnet interfaces. By way of comparison, the current Formula One speed record of 
Automated license plate readers can be broadly divided into two categories. Many law enforcement agencies
store ALPR data for years, and share it with other law enforcement agencies and federal agencies. And,
illustrating ELD benefits using a more aggressive model tells an even stronger story. If multiple stationary
ALPR cameras are installed along a single thoroughfare, the data can reveal what direction and what speed a
car is traveling. The databases may be maintained by the police departments, but often they are maintained by
private companies such as Vigilant Technologies. Law enforcement agencies without their own ALPR
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systems can access data collected by other law enforcement agencies through regional sharing systems and
networks operated by these private companies. Several companies operate independent, non-law enforcement
ALPR databases, contracting with drivers to put cameras on private vehicles to collect the information. The
companies then share the commercially-collected data not just with law enforcement but also with auto
recovery aka "repo" companies, banks, credit reporting agencies, and insurance companies. The agencies
claimed the records were exempt from the California Public Records Act because they were investigative
records. Data collected by private entities does not have retention limits and is not subject to sunshine laws, or
any of the other safeguards that are sometimes found in the government sector. Formula One cars produce
nearly three times more power from their 2. Training materials, policies and laws in some jurisdictions instruct
officers that a hot-list alert on its own may not be enough to warrant a stop.


